THE   CLIMATE   OF   PERSIA
It is lovely, when the heat of the day is over, to lie
and watch the stars, knowing that the same stars
were watching over our loved ones in the Homeland.
Sleeping on the roof had its disadvantages as well
as its attractions and advantages. One great disad-
vantage is the fact that the sun wakes you up so
early; another, the talking and singing which goes on
all round you from the adjoining roofs, often make
it difficult to sleep. In addition there is this very
serious drawback, that often the jackals visit the roofs
of the houses at night, seeking for something where-
with to appease their hunger, and if they cannot find
anything else to satisfy them will attack sleeping
children. On several occasions poor little mites have
been brought to the hospital terribly mutilated and
torn by the jackals, some just slightly bitten on the
face, others so mauled and eaten as to be quite un-
recognisable. One especially sad case I remember;
the poor mother was wild with grief, for her child, a
baby of only a few weeks old, had been almost eaten
up by these abominable creatures.
Life on the roof begins soon after sunset. It is
very interesting to watch, from a height, roof-life
springing into existence. First one and then another
will bring out the family bedding, spread it on the
floor of the roof or on low wooden benches, and then
sit and chat till dinner-time. Very often the evening
meal is eaten on the roof, and shortly after the family
retires to rest. A Moslem takes great pains to have
his roof well shielded from the gaze of onlookers, and
if he is at all suspicious that he is overlooked he will
immediately raise his wall. This being the case, the
roofs in a Moslem quarter are generally very much
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